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"CLEVELAND" DGODC OUT; ITS'TRlCON"
On the first of March, 1965, the Syracon Committee officially 

took note that its competition for the 1966 site has "been radically 
changed, Cleveland” has dropped out as a contender and, in its 
place, is an "area" bld with the slogan "Tricon In 19661"

Judging from the letterhead used by the chairman, Ben Jason, 
the three cities or localities are Cleveland, Detroit and Cincinnati, 
Two lines of large type, stretching across the top of the page, 
describe the committee as:

COMMITTEE BIDDING- FOR THE 24TH 
WORLD SCIENCE-FICTION CONVENTION

and grouped together at the top of the page are four names, including 
Ben’s, of persons from four different places In Ohio, Mlchigfinand 
Europe, It is on the left margin that a listing Is given of persons 
representing the three cities which would suggest that this Is from 
what the "Tricon” is derived.

Of interest to fans Is the fact there is an impressive list of 
names of prominent fans on this committee, representing practically 
every part of America as well as, as we have pointed out, the 
American community in Europe, The most dazzling fact, though, is 
that there are at least FIVE former worldcen chairmen In the list!

The Syracon Committee takes notice of the fact that the 
letterhead uses the general term: " ■'ommitttfr 'tddlng." There is 
no specific identification with an^ city all/ a.et "Cleveland" has 
folded up and "Tricon" has absorbed it. It's apparent that the 
"Tricon" group is not supporting Cleveland; they are the committee. 
Or at least, so it Implies,

In view of this obvious collapse of the Cleveland committee and 
Its reconstitution as an "area" co ^ittee, the Syracon Committee will 
simply point out the obvious. Th 'weak" bld which Syracuse has long 
thought Cleveland has proved Itself. And the concern by the sup
porters of Syracuse that con site bidding has reached the dangerous 
point of senility now seems confirmed. Is science fiction fandom 
SO BADLY OFF THAT IT TAKES A COLLECTION OF OLD-TIME FANS FROM ALL 
OVER THE.COUNTRY — AND EVEN OVERSEAS — TO PUT ON A CONVENTION?

Are we talking through our hats? Just look at the evldencel
WHAT ABOUT SYRACUSE? It’s In the eastern part of the United States, 
along with opposing Cleveland-Detroit-Cincinnati. We all share 
Eastern Standard Time and are metropolitain areas. Syracuse has an 
area population of 500,000, Two Interstate superhighways Intersect 
here and a large jet airport Is 20 minutes from the con hotel, with 
a new bus terminal being built two blocks away. We have the finest, 
most modern, fully air-conditioned hotel in Syracuse, We’ll be the 
only convention In the hotel! We"have 350 rooms guaranteed, plus 
250 more available -- so everyone can stay in the hotel. Hotel rest
aurants and bars are opened until one a,m., with all-night eating 
places nearby. The entire BLOCK LONG- tenth floor con area will be 
exclusively ours! .,,,including a giant auditorium of 1100 capacity 
and suites of rooms for fandom’s exclusive use,

SYRACUSE WON’T BE JUST ANOTHER REPEAT-CON?!
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GALAXY MAGAZINE, EDITOR FRED POHL HONORED BY ANNUAL ESFA DAY 1 
ESFA’b annual special event is being held thia Sunday, March 7, 1965, 
in tribute to Galaxy Magazine, one of the great publications, long 
the personal editorial triumph of Horace Gold and now under Fred Pohl, 
The Syracon sends ttfi;best wishes to all of you at Newark, N.J.

WHAT ABOUT THE JSYRACKJ®? As we see it, our original purpose of 
, bidding for 1966 has been moderately successful. We wanted to re
; vitalize convention bidding and strengthen competition. It’s true
- that our entry into the 1966 picture stirred up the Cleveland

*> ^emmittee so that the on-again off-again committee stabilized at
being "on"• However, the Syracuse bld has not aroused enough 
interest to bring out other competing Midwest locations. Instead it 
has developed the Cleveland bid into an "area” bid. This scraping 
together of available resources from the entire Midwest — and even 
the rest of America and the World! -- to make one Questionable 
Midwestern bid is Just the opposite to competition. It is an attempt 
to "fix it up” so that the Rotation Plan will continue along its same 
monotonous way with the automatic awarding of a site to the place 
that happens to be at the right place at the right time.

Syracuse has strengthened the "Cleveland" bid. In this respect 
we have • contributed to the best interests of fandom. But the more 
important point remains to be faced: Is the "Cleveland" bid really 
a Cleveland bid worthy of consideration and Is the Syracuse bid 
better organized and developed to offer a better worldcon for fans? 
We believe, of course, that you'll find Syracuse the better choice. 

Incidentally, "Cleveland" boasts of having five ex-con chairmen 
on its committee. As a coincidence, the Rotation Plan provides for 
five previous convention chairmen to work up some sort of convention 
if the folding of a committee leaves no duly selected location.

Having to use this method is unfortunate, whether by necessity or by 
choice. We think the entire affair makes our point -- that alterna
tive bidders should be encouraged. Then last-ditch methods wouldn't 
be required to save a con.
ABOUT THOSE HUGOS. Who’s going to make them for She 1966 coIlfl Long
time producer Ben Jason has tbldthe Syracon that If it should prove 
impossible for him to manufacture the awards, Howard DeVore will make 
them as he has done for the past two sets of awards.

The Syracon remains locally sponsored by a committee in Central 
New York. Official posts for help will be designated for non
committeemen as needed and as actively employed — not for the effect 
of adding Big Names to our roster, 

Co-Chairmen : Jay Kay Klein and David A. Kyle 
Secretary : Ruth E. Kyle .
Treasurer : George R. Heap — Asst Treasurer: Cindy C. Heap 
Publications: James Ashe, Ann Ashe, Jack Smith 
(Official Non-Committee Post: Press Relations: Richard Wilson)

' GET ON THE BANDWAGON! JOIN THE SYRACON BANDWAGON CLUB!
Your support is welcomed now. A nominal 50^ enrolls you and 

' brings a membership card, to apply toward convention(Syracon)memberehlR 
Write: Jay Kay Klein, 219 Sabine Street, Syracuse, N.Y.

David A. Kyle, Radio Station WPDM, Potsdam, N.Y. 
George R. Heap, P, 0. Box 1487, Rochester, N.Y,
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SUPPORT Competition In Bidding!- choice based on merit, not on default



WHY SHOULD SYRACUSE BE CONSIDERED FOR THE WORLD SF CON IN 1966?

In 1965 the World Science Fiction Convention 
will be held in London, England. At that time 
the membership present and voting will choose 
the site of the 1966 con. According to the 
’’Rotation Plan” the next site would be expected 
to be a ”Mid-Western” city in the United States. 
However, Syracuse, New York, an ’’Eastern” city 
is bidding to be the host for the 1966 con.

In the first place, is a Syracuse bid legal? The answer is yes — 
any geographical location can make a bid under the Rotation Plan, 
provided the bid represents a bonefide effort and further that it 
does not represent a second consecutive non-North American continent 
site. The Rotation Plan is limiting only in that a site which does 
not represent the customary move to the next scheduled location must 
receive a three-quarters approval by the membership voting at the 
time of selection. It means, simply, that preference is shown to the 
next geographical location in line. If three-quarters of the elect
orate should vote for a site ’’out of sequence” that would be their 
right, — Nevertheless, does this seem to be contrary to the 
Rotation Plan? Not at all. The Plan was designed to protect legit
imate bidders from unfair competition — to make certain that the 
competition which was deserving was restricted to a pre-selected 
section of the country. And just in case that there was no compet
ition, provision was made for a deserving bid from another.area to 
be considered. Obviously a one-bid ^choice” is not competition. 
That’s a take-it-or-leave-it proposition. A one-bid can win if it 
receives only one vote! Even with competition from another area, 
a one-bid has an easier chance to win; it needs only twenty-six per 
cent of the voters to stop a competitive bid from another section. 
Unless three out of four fans are to be considered stupid there is 
no likelihood that a legitimate deserving bid should be scuttled by 
another area.- That is the reason that the Rotation Plan makes such 
an allowance for a bid from another section "out of turn.” The Plan 
is designed to furnish competition where there is no competition -
and to make the one-bid committee seeking the convention offer to 
the voters a deserving bid in which the fan can have confidence. 
Likewise, a bid that wins by getting three-quarters of the voting 
members to choose it must certainly have merit on its side.

What is the situation now — that Syracuse should want 
to bid in 1966 instead of 1967? The situation is simple. After 
considerable on-again-off-again confusion, Cleveland fans* repre
senting the ’’Mid West”, are making a bid for 1966. One bid for the 
entire area. (For a while there was not even that, with Syracuse 
the only bidder!) Thus, a single bidder from the next region in 
rotation has once more predictably appeared and stifled any chance 
for a contest. More and more fans are deploring this chronic situa
tion. No contest, that is, except for Syracuse. Syracuse believes 
that competition must come back to site bidding, not just to over
come lethargy,,and bring back some excitement and fun, but to prevent 
the disintegration and end of conventions themselves.

Does Syracuse really want the convention for 1966? Most 
emphatically yes! Ue are completely and well prepared.. If the one- 
bidder is to get the convention for the Mid-West theywill have to 
show that they deserve it for 1966. If they do, we will be happy, 
because they will have shown they do deserve it. But if they do, we 
will be back again asking to be your host for 1967, offering you a 
choice based upon merit and not upon default. David A, Kyle
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—Science Fiction—

‘Far Out’Fans May Huddle Here
By Richard G. Case

The people whp worry about the things that go 
bump in the great night of outer space may visit 
Syracuse in numbers in a year or two.

. Attempts to schedule the 
'World Science Fiction Conven
tion here were revealed today.

Past conventions, in cities of 
similar size, have attracted4 as 
many as 800 of the Martian af
icionados. The 1964 meeting 
will be held in San Francisco 
during the Labor Day'weekeiuL

Local fans working to bring 
the convention to Syracuse com
prise a loosely allied group of 
people who write or read sci
ence fiction. Although there is 
no formal organization in Cen
tral New York, other locales 
have units with names such as 
the “Futurian Society” and “Lit
tle Men’s Chowder and March
ing Society.”

Supporters include Jay Kay 
Klein of 219 Sabine St., unoffi
cial photographer at world con
ventions for a number of years 
and Richard Wilson, director of 
the Office of Information Ser
vices at Syracuse University. 
Wilson is the author of five sci
ence fiction novels and collec
tions of short stories. .

A convention traditionally at
tracts science fiction writers,

the first magazine in?the field. 
\ The social highlight of the 
I cosmic clambake is a masked 
ball. Buffs come dressed as 
their favorite science fiction 
characters.

Seventy-five copies of a Syra
cuse University booklet, “Fic
tional Accounts of trips to the 

- Moon” by Lester Wells, will be 
senl to the San Francisco cbn- 
vention. The pamphlets were 
made available by John May

! field, curator of rare books in 
the university library.

’’Upstate New York” fans hope to 
be the hosts of the 1966 world 
con. Advance planning indicates 
perhaps the BEST convention everI 
(Made probable because of the ex
ceptional facilities of the Hotel 
Syracuse.)

The Syracon Committee and Syracon supporters 
have set 1966 as the goal. While some fans 
feel this year conflicts with the Rotation. 
Plan, this year was specifically picked to 
demonstrate that, on the contrary, the Rota
tion plan provides for flexibility of choice. 
Originally the Plan was needed to spread the 
Conventions around without concentrating in 
a few areas. It has worked so well that the 
competition has dwindled to almost nothing. 
The same cities get the conventions because

publishers, editors and illustrat
ors as- well as. men of science 
and other letters who have ah . 
intense interest in reading about 
their favorite subject and dis
cussing it with other buffs.

Programs include panel dis
cussions of science fictions mar
kets.by editors and writers and 
an annual banquet. . '

A yearly feature is the so-; 
called science fiction auction of l 
originri illustrations and manu-1 
scripts in the field drilled b y ■ 
artists and writers. Proceeds go 
toward the .next convention,! 
which is the participants’, only . 
financial goal. Yearly assess
ments of fans also contribute to 
the convention kitty. ’' . ■ .

.Another wrinkle is awarding 
of “Hugos.” These are rpcket- 
ship statuettes presented for 
the best works of science fic - 
tion in the past year. The orig
inal Hugo is Hugo Gemsback , 
publisher of '

of the restricted bidding. There have been 
two Newyorcons, two Philcons, three Chicons, 
two Pacificons—and next year probably again 
another London con. Nowadays we’re lucky to 
get a single bidder! That’s why we feel we 
should give the world cons back some of the 
excitement and fun of yore by exercising a 
provision’ of the Rotation plan for bidding 
out of strict geographical rotation-

-X-S YRAC V S E
Syracuse is a city of a' quarter of a million 

.persons, located- at' the crossroads of two 
interstate superhighways. There’s every kind 
of transcontinental transportation available^ _ 
to get here. And for the early comer there 
is the weeklong annual New York State Expos
ition which begins the weekend before the con 
and continues through Labor Day.


